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To all, whom it may concer'72:
Beit known that I, WILLIAM. F. BEARDs
LEE, of Boston, county of Suffolk, State of Mas
sachusetts, have invented an Improvement in
5 Trimning Attachments for Sewing-Machines,
of which the following description, in connec
tion with the accompanying drawings, is a
specification, like letters on the drawings rep
resenting like parts.
IO
This invention has for its object the produc
tion of a trimming mechanism having a rotat
ing disk the edge of which runs against a part
of a rotating work-supporting surface which is
broad enough to support the material each
I, 15 side of the line upon which it is to be severed,
the blunt or dull edge of the disk acting by its
pressure, rather than by incision, against the
material resting upon the rotating support

shaftb", having fast upon it a ratchet, c, which

is engaged and moved intermittingly by the
pawl c of the pawl-carrier c, which is acted
upon by the cam or eccentric c'. The shaft b,
(see Fig. 1) besides having upon it a hand.
wheel, c', hase. fastTheupon
it a pinion, d, and a 55
bevel-gear,
pinion d engages a pin
ion, d, on an inclined shaft, d, having at its
Outer end a blunt - edged rotating substan
tially circular disk, d, the blunt non-cutting
or dull periphery of which bears against the 6o
rotating surface e', which supports the mate
rial to be trimmed at each side of the line upon
or along which it is to be severed, by reason.
of the pressure exerted upon it by the blunt
periphery of the disk d while the material is
supported and carried forward by the said
rotating supporting-surface e”. In Fig. 1 the
ing-surface, to effect: the, severance or separa: Supporting-surface
is shown as a horizontally
tion thereof.
disk on a vertical shaft, e, having upon
In another application, No. 100,971, filed itplaced
e, which is engaged and ro- 7o
by me July 16, 1883, I have represented de a bevel-gear,
by the bevel geare, referred to, the shaft
vices substantially such as herein shown, ex tated
its bearings on the frame b.
cept that in that application the edges of the e' having
Referring
Fig. 3, the blunt-edged disk d
25 disks are sharp, to cut the fabric or other ma is connectedtodirectly
with the shaft b', pro
terial, as do usual shears.
longed
beyond
the
frame
and theapinion
d 75
Figure 1 is a broken side elevation of a suffi. made larger and directlyb, engages
pinion,
cient portion of a Willcox & Gibbs sewing fis fast
upon a sleeve, f', having its bearing in
machine with my improved trimming mech the partf'
of the frame A, the said sleeve also
3O anism added to illustrate the operation of the surrounding
and serving as a
same. Fig. 2 is a section on the linea ac, Fig. bearing for it,theashook-shaft
shown
and
in an- 8o
1, looking downward, to show the upper side other application, No. 106,679,claimed
of like date,
of the rotating supporting - surface. Fig. 3 filed
by me. The sleeve f has fast upon it the
represents a modified form of trimming mech
35 anism; and Fig. 4 is an edge view of the cut rotating Supporting-Surface e' for the material.
This surface e' is shown in Fig. 3 as a wheel of
ter, enlarged three diameters over
the other sufficient
thickness to support the material at 85
figures of the drawings.
each
side
of the line of pressure against it of
The frame-work A, hook-shaft (t, needle
but narrower edge of the disk d.
bar a, needle c, and cloth-plate (t" are com theI blunt
am aware that trimmers having an oscil
mon to the Willcox & Gibbs sewing-machine; lating
40 and
Inovement, and having a pivoted blade
in practice the shaft a will be provided or blades
and close with relation to
with a rotating hook, and with the usual sew each other,toasopen
do
shears,
have been used with
ing mechanism of the said machine will be blunt edges. . .
employed a suitable four-motioned feed.
. The disk d and the surface e' have their
45 I provide the sewing-machine with which acting-Surfaces
my trimming mechanism is to be used with a I claim hardened.
frame, bb, which at its rear end will be ad The improved trimming attachment for 95
justably pivoted or connected with the frame. Sewing-machines,
same comprising a frame
A, The frame b b' has bearings bb for the for connection withthethe
frame of the machine,
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whereofI have signed my name
a substantially circular blunt or non-cutting to Inthistestimony
specification
in the presence of two sub
trimming-disk, a shaft therefor driven from

the sewing-machine, a fabric-support beneath scribing witnesses.
F. BEARDSLEE.
said disk, and gearing connecting the shaft of Witnesses:WILLIAM.
.
5 the said disk and the fabric-support, to impart
G. W. GREGORY,
rotary motion to the same, Substantially as
W. H. SIGSTON.

shown and described.

